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The $245 million Porto Montenegro development is attracting a new generation of jet-setters

PORT IN THE 
FINANCIAL STORM
Superyacht Marina developments have swayed GCC investors to Montenegro

t has only been independent for a decade. Yet the 
underdeveloped, resource-rich Balkan nation of 
Montenegro is already positioning itself as one of Europe’s 

prime investment spots.
 The small coastal nation with a population of just 620,000 

has recently acceded to NATO – a controversial move in some 
quarters given the damage su�ered in the country during the 
NATO Yugoslavia bombing years – and is on a mission to 
join the European Union, 16 years a�er it adopted the euro 
as its currency.

The investment opportunities in the rapidly-growing tourism 
sector are being widely touted in particular and embraced by 
international investors, including governments from the GCC 
region.

Dubai-based businessman Romy Hawatt is one of those who 
have seen an opportunity in the new nation. He has an aviation 

charter and pilot-training business running in the country and 
has been investing “quite heavily” in property. 

Hawatt says his love a�air with Montenegro began when 
he visited as a teenager a�er inadvertently discovering it while 
venturing south from Croatia’s Dubrovnik.

“I thought, ‘What a beautiful place’. It was absolutely 
gorgeous and stunning but [at that time], there was not much 
any foreigner could do there,” he says.

 Montengro was the one-time playground of the rich until 
former Yugoslav president and communist hardliner General 
Josep Tito closed the country to Westerners a�er the Iron 
Curtain came down.

Hawatt, who began investing in the country nearly three 
years ago, says its natural beauty is an impressive drawcard. 
Montenegro is home to Europe’s southernmost �ord, the 
second largest canyon in the world and southern Europe’s 
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biggest lake, “all in one small country”.
 But there are other attractions like one of the world’s top 

superyacht marinas, the $315 million Porto Montenegro.
Hawatt says: “That was partly what caught my attention, 

looking at this amazing development.
 “I decided I needed to be one of the �rst movers in the 

market so very quickly invested in some marine investments.”
The Australian national, who has business interests all over 

the globe, including in the digital media world, says he seized 
on other opportunities.

“I quickly worked out [Montenegro] needed transport 
solutions because the road and general infrastructure was in 
need of upgrading and will take years to get to the level where 
people would be able to move around really e�ciently,” he says.

That led to him earning an air operator’s certi�cate before 
buying several helicopters and starting a pilot training school.  

Airways Aviation now has two helicopters, four planes, the 
training school and a charter transfer business in its Montenegro 
portfolio, while having business interests in several other 
countries.

 The country is small and easy to navigate 
by air, with a varied climate to attract 
tourists all year round.

 “You can be at the seaside in spring and 
autumn yet you have still got snow on the 
mountains,” says Hawatt.

He is convinced Montenegro, whose 
city Kotor was listed as Lonely Planet’s 
number one destination to visit this year, 
has multiple factors to entice investors. 

“They [the younger generation] are keen 
to assimilate with the rest of the world and create their own 
presence.”

But a look back in time might be enough to fuel concern 
for the more conservative investor. Montenegro is a small 
country with a GDP of less than $10 billion, still recovering 
from decades of hardship under the communist era, the friction 
of the disintegration of Yugoslavia in the 1990s and the more 
recent global economic crisis. 

Is that something to be wary of? Hawatt says not, adding of 
all the Balkan countries, Montenegro was the only one not 
signi�cantly embroiled in the brutal Balkan ri�.

 “I think that is an indication of the people in the region. 
They really do not want trouble.”

This can be turned into an advantage, he says. Coming out 
of the cold means Montenegro should prove lucrative for early 
investors.

 “It is in its infancy but therein lies the opportunities—it 
is new, fresh, they are open and want to grow and they have 
good models to benchmark against like Monaco, Switzerland, 
Singapore and Dubai.” 

This investor con�dence certainly seems to be mirrored by 
the UAE, which has a range of bilateral investment treaties with 
Montenegro, including double taxation agreements.

The Abu Dhabi Financial Group (ADFG) invested about  
$141 million to create the Capital Plaza, a mixed-used project 

with o�ces, apartments and commercial shops that has become, 
according to Dark Uskokovic, Montenegro’s ambassador to the 
UAE, “a landmark in the capital of Montenegro, Podgorica”.

It is the home of the �rst Hard Rock Cafe in the region and 
has become the “centre of social life” in Podgorica.

ADFG is due to open an H Hotel in the next few months in 
Podgorica and is currently developing a hotel resort in a small 
coastal village which would encompass villas and apartments. 
Construction is expected to begin next year, says Uskokovic. 
While details have not been �nalised, it is a multi-million 
dollar project.

Other GCC countries are following the UAE’s lead.
“First investment came from the UAE but now we also have 

investment from Qatar and Kuwait,” he says.
Montenegro is positioning itself to become a high-end 

tourism destination with hotel developments worth $3 billion, 
including projects by the Hilton, Armani and Four Seasons 
chains. Uskokovic describes it as “Switzerland with the sea” 
but says there are more than just tourism o�erings for investors.

“Energy, agriculture and tourism are the three most important 
sectors for the strategic development of 
Montenegro,” he says.

With rapid development, energy needs 
are becoming a high priority and tenders 
for hydropower plants and coal mines are 
on the horizon.

Uskokovic also points to opportunities 
for building factories to process the region’s 
�ourishing fruit, vegetable and meat 
industries.

 “Possibly the most important for this 
region is the opportunity in water bottling factories. We have 
eight water bottling factories looking for partners or who are 
ready to sell them.”

Uskokovic is optimistic about the country’s future.
“It has been a di�cult economic time but we think being a 

small country, we are able to adapt to all new circumstances 
and economic challenges. “Since our independence in 2006, 
our GDP has had steady growth and has almost doubled in 
the last 10 years. 

“This year we will have a growth in GDP of 4.3 per cent. 
We hope this will continue and that we will manage all issues 
and challenges.”

He acknowledges growing tensions between Europe and the 
Arab world with the number of Isis-related threats and attacks 
on European soil in recent months. However, he is con�dent 
the country’s long history of neutrality and tolerance will work 
in its favour.

 “Terrorism does not recognise borders,” he says. 
“We cannot guarantee nothing will happen in Montenegro 

but we have a very stable and secure state and hope we will 
continue on the same path, especially because we are known 
[for our] multireligious and multinational tolerance.”

With accession to the European Union anticipated this year, 
Montenegro might be the case study the rest of the EU needs 
in an increasingly complicated and tense region.

“We are able to 
adapt to all new 

circumstances and 
economic challenges”




